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Author's response to reviews:

The Editor
BMC Medical Education

Re: corrections made to submitted article.

We thank the editorial team of BMC education for accepting to publish our article submitted for publication.

The corrections made to this final copy are:

1. The key words in the abstract section have been deleted
2. The 3 tables now included into the body of article after the references
3. Figure legend removed from the figures and a separate page of legends now included
4. Names of authors (less than 30 in number) in the cited references now included.
5. Email addresses and names of the three authors of present article now made conformable to in-house style of BMC medical education.

With the above made corrections we believe the article is now ready for publication and we look forward to reading our article soon in your open access journal.

Yours truly,

Sanya EO (MD, FWACP)